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We show how to extrat the q parameter from experimental data, onsidering an inhomogeneous
magneti system omposed by manyMaxwell-Boltzmann homogeneous parts, whih after integration
over the whole system reover the Tsallis non-extensivity. Analyzing the luster distribution of
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 manganite, obtained through sanning tunnelling spetrosopy, we measure the q
parameter and predit the bulk magnetization with good auray. The onnetion between the
Griths phase and non-extensivity is also onsidered. We onlude that the entropi parameter
embodies information about the dynamis, the key role to desribe omplex systems.
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It is widely aepted that the statistial desription of
a system should be based on its dynamis; however, it
is an information that indeed does not lie in the Boltz-
mann entropy. This fat opens a path for new and
dierent statistis other than the Boltzmann one. In
this diretion, Tsallis thermostatistis has been strongly
used in a number of dierent ontexts
1
. This frame-
work is appliable to systems whih, broadly speaking,
present at least one of the following properties: (i) long-
range interations, (ii) long-time memory, (iii) fratal-
ity and (iv) intrinsi inhomogeneity
1,2
. Manganese ox-
ides, or simply manganites, seem to embody three out
of these four ingredients: they present Coulomb long-
range interations
3,4,5
, lusters with fratal shapes
6,7
and
intrinsi inhomogeneity
6,8,9,10,11
. Indeed, a sequene of
previous publiations
12,13,14
, has shown that the mag-
neti properties of manganites an be properly desribed
within a mean-eld approximation using Tsallis statis-
tis.
In the present Letter, through an analogy to the works
of Bek
15
and Bek and Cohen
16
, we onsider an inho-
mogeneous magneti system omposed by many homo-
geneous parts with dierent sizes, eah one of them de-
sribed by the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistis. By aver-
aging the magnetization over the whole system, we re-
over the Tsallis non-extensivity. From this point of view,
an analytial relationship between the q parameter and
the moments of the distribution was obtained. The ro-
bustness of the present model was tested using Sanning
Tunnelling Spetrosopy (STS) ondutane maps, where
the q parameter ould be obtained and, onsequently, the
bulk magnetization predited. In order to strengthen the
onnetions between inhomogeneity and non-extensivity,
it is shown that the desription of manganites using Grif-
ths phase
17,18
is related to the non-extensive treatment,
whih ontains the dynamis of the system.
We start onsidering a magneti system formed by
small regions, or lusters of Maxwell-Boltzmann bits,
eah of them with magnetization M given by the sim-
ple Langevin funtion
19
. The lusters are distributed in
size, and therefore in their net magneti moment. Thus,
let f(µ) be the distribution of magneti moment of the
lusters. The average magnetization of the sample will
be given by:
〈M〉 =
∫
∞
0
Mf(µ)dµ (1)
Our goal is to onnet the above expression to the non-
extensive magnetization, that is alulated in Ref.
14,20
:
Mq =
µne
(2− q)
[
cothq x−
1
x
]
(2)
where x = µneH/kT , cothq is the generalized q-
hyperboli o-tangent
21
, q ∈ ℜ is the Tsallis entropi
parameter and µne means the magneti moment of eah
non-extensive luster. The non-extensive orrelations lie
inside eah luster, whereas the interations inter-lusters
remain extensive. This guarantees that the total magne-
tization will be additive
14
.
Mirosopi analysis : From Eqs.1 and 2, the average
and non-extensive magneti suseptibilities an be de-
rived: 〈χ〉 = 〈µ2〉/3kT and χq = qµ
2
ne/3kT , as well as
the saturation values of the magnetization: 〈M〉sat = 〈µ〉
and Mq,sat = µne/(2 − q). Thus, equating those limits
(〈χ〉 = χq and 〈M〉sat = Mq,sat), we nd a mirosopi
analytial expression to the q parameter, in the sense that
it is related to a mirosopi information (distribution of
magneti moments):
q(2 − q)2 =
〈µ2〉
〈µ〉2
(3)
where 〈µ〉 and 〈µ2〉 are the rst and seond moments of
the distribution f(µ), respetively. This result is valid for
any f(µ), and is analogous to that obtained by Bek15
and Bek and Cohen
16
in other ontexts.
2Marosopi analysis : From Eq. 2 we an obtain a
marosopi analytial expression for the q parameter
(similarly to what was done in
14
), in the sense that it
is now related to marosopi quantities:
q(2− q)2 =
3kTχ
M2sat
(4)
where χ and Msat are the experimental magneti sus-
eptibility and saturation value, respetively. Note that
for an homogenous superparamagneti-like system, q =1.
Experimental onnetion with the mirosopi analy-
sis : The olossal magnetoresistane (CMR) eet
8
, usu-
ally observed on manganites, has been explained in terms
of intrinsi inhomogeneities
6,8,9
, whih lead to the for-
mation of insulating and onduting domains within a
single sample, i.e., eletroni phase separation in a hem-
ially homogeneous sample. The inhomogeneities alter
the loal eletroni and magneti properties of the sample
and should therefore be visible via STS
9,22,23
or Magneti
Fore Mirosopy (MFM)
24,25
.
Beker and o-workers
9
measured STS in a
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/MgO thin lm and visualized a
domain struture of onduting (ferromagneti) and
insulating (paramagneti) regions with nanometri size.
This manganite has a transition from a metalli phase
(below TC) to an insulating phase (above TC), with
a strong phase oexistene/ompetition around TC ∼
330 K. The STS ondutane maps obtained by those
authors at 87 K, 150 K and 278 K are reprodued in
gure 1(a). From these 1-bit images (blak regions
mean insulating/paramagenti phase and white regions
stand for onduting/ferromagneti phase), we have
determined the distribution of lusters size. Considering
that the luster size φ, measured in pixels, is proportional
to the magneti moment µ of the luster, Eq. 3 an be
re-written as:
〈φ2〉
〈φ〉2
=
〈µ2〉
〈µ〉2
= q(2− q)2 (5)
The ondutane map at 278 K has a distribution of lus-
ters as presented in gure 1(a), and, using Eq. 5 we
obtain from the data q =2.95.
With this value of q, the total magnetization of the sys-
tem an be predited, by onsidering the mean-eld ap-
proximation into the generalized magnetization (Eq.2),
where x = 3mq/t, mq = Mq/µne, t = T/T
(1)
C and
T
(1)
C = 298K
12
(see refs.
12,14
for details onerning the
mean-eld approximation applied to the non-extensive
magnetization). This proedure results in a satisfatory
agreement between the predited redued magnetization
(mq =0.25) and the experimental one, obtained measur-
ing the bulk magnetization
9
, as presented in gure 1(b).
The images at 87 K and 150 K were not analyzed, sine
the lusters have already perolated.
The proedure above desribed shows how to extrat
the q parameter from experimental data, and then how to
apply the obtained q parameter to predit marosopi
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FIG. 1: (a) Sanning tunnelling spetrosopy images on
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/MgO manganite thin lm, after Beker et
al.
9
. White regions mean onduting (ferromagneti) lus-
ters and the blak regions stand for insulating (paramagneti)
phase. The main graphi is the luster size distribution of the
image at 278 K, proportional to the luster magneti moment
distribution, where, using Eq.5, q = 2.95 ould be diretly ob-
tained. (b) Using the mean-eld (redued) generalized mag-
netization (Eq.2: + symbol), we ould predit the bulk mag-
netization, in a satisfatory agreement with the measured one
(◦ symbol), in a redued sale M/M(18 K)9.
quantities of the system. In addition, these results ex-
emplify the relation between non-extensivity and miro-
sopi inhomogeneities. Finally, it is important to stress
that q is related to the dynamis of the system, sine
it measures the distribution of magneti moments, that
ontains the dynamis.
Experimental onnetions with the marosopi analy-
sis : Pr0.05Ca0.95MnO3 (TC =110 K), LaMnO3 (TC =138
K) and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (TC =225 K) are interesting
examples of manganites. The inverse suseptibility as
a funtion of temperature presents a strong downturn
around TC . These samples were prepared and measured
as reported in Refs
26,27
, exept the La-Ca manganite,
where the experimental suseptibility was reprodued
from Ref
18
.
The lower panels of gure 2 ( symbols) present the q
parameter obtained from the marosopi analysis; using
Eq. 4, the measured magneti suseptibility (experimen-
tal data presented in the upper panels of gure 2) and the
magneti saturation value for the above ited mangan-
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FIG. 2: Upper panels: Experimental (open irles) and the-
oretial (solid line-Eq. 11) temperature dependene of the
inverse suseptibility for the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (after Salamon
et al.
18
), LaMnO3 and Pr0.05Ca0.95MnO3 manganites. Lower
panels: measured q parameter from the marosopi analysis
and Griths phase approah.
ites (Pr-manganite: 8.9 emu/g and La-manganite: 8.5
emu/g). This proedure was not done for the La-Ca man-
ganite, sine Ref.
18
does not provide the orresponding
absolute values for the magneti suseptibility.
Connetions with Griths phase: An extensive num-
ber of papers
28,29,30,31,32
(and referenes therein) deal
with the dynamis of random magneti systems, with
speial attention for a diluted Ising ferromagnet. The
systems of interest are obtained by starting with an or-
dinary Ising model, whih ontains spins loated on the
verties of a regular lattie. For a bond dilution, the
nearest-neighbor interations Jij are independent ran-
dom variables taking the values J and 0 with proba-
bilities p and 1 − p, respetively. For a site dilution,
Jij = Jcicj , where ci,j = 1 or 0, with probabilities p and
1 − p, respetively. This diluted ferromagnet is in the
Griths phase
17,18,30,31,32
if its temperature is between
the ritial temperature TC(p) and the ritial tempera-
ture TG = TC(1) of a pure/non-diluted system. In gure
3, the dilution p-temperature T plane skethes this se-
nario.
Salamon and o-workers
17,18
have used the idea of Grif-
ths singularity to study manganites, onsidering a dis-
tribution of the inverse magneti suseptibility λ:
f(λ) =
Ac−1λ−c exp (−A/λ)
Γ(c− 1, A/T )
(6)
to explain the sharp downturn in the 〈χ〉−1(T) urve (be-
havior usually observed in manganites, as displayed in
the upper panels of gure 2). In the expression above, c
is a parameter of the distribution, Γ stands for the In-
FIG. 3: Connetions between Griths phase and non-
extensivity, in a q − p − T spae. p − T plane: usual
magneti phase diagram for a site/bond diluted mag-
neti system, where: SPM-superparamagneti-like phase,
PM-paramagneti phase, FM-ferromagneti phase and Gr-
Griths phase. This plane ontains the ritial temperature
TC and dilution p, basi (and stati) information about the
system. q − T plane ontains information related to the dy-
namis of the system, through Eq. 10. See text for details.
omplete Gamma Funtion and
A = a
(
T
TC
− 1
)2(1−β)
(
1− T
TG
)2β (7)
where a is a free parameter, β =0.38 is a ritial exponent
for the pure system, assumed to be a 3D Heisenberg-like,
and TG is the Griths temperature
17,18,30,31,32
. From
Eq. 6 one an nd the inverse average suseptibility
33
:
〈χ〉−1 = A
Γ(c− 1, A/T )
Γ(c, A/T )
(8)
that ts the strong downturn usually found on mangan-
ites.
The Curie Law χ = µ2/3kT of a small Maxwell-
Boltzmann region tells us that inhomogeneities in χ an
arise from distributions of either µ or T (or both). Thus,
we an obtain from Eq.6 a orresponding distribution of
magneti moments:
f(µ) =
(
A
3T
)c−1
2 µ2c−3
Γ(c− 1, A/T )
exp
(
−
Aµ2
3T
)
(9)
and, onsequently, the q parameter:
〈µ2〉
〈µ〉2
=
Γ(c, A/T ) Γ(c− 1, A/T )
Γ(c− 1/2, A/T )2
= q(2 − q)2 (10)
This result shows that, sine 〈µ〉 and 〈µ2〉 are both tem-
perature dependent, one an expet that q will also be
4T -dependent. This is expeted, sine the distribution
of magneti moments hanges as a funtion of tempera-
ture, hanging also the q parameter. Indeed, it an be
observed in the STS images presented in gure 1(a), re-
inforing the idea that q is related to the dynamis of the
system.
From the above, one an write the non-extensive mag-
neti suseptibility:
χq =
qµ2ne
3kT
=
q(2− q)2〈µ〉2
3kT
=
〈µ2〉
3kT
= 〈χ〉 (11)
that is equal to the average one. It is important to note
that, one we know f(µ), the value of q an be diretly ob-
tained, and, onsequently, χq. The present approah, as
well as those presented previously, does not onsider the
entropi index q as a tting parameter, but as a known
quantity, previously determined and diret related to the
inhomogeneity and dynamis of the system.
The model above desribed (Eq. 11) is presented in
the upper panels of gure 2. To obtain those results, the
distribution of magneti moments f(µ) presented in Eq.
9 has the following parameters: c =-0.04, a =0.002 K and
TG =510 K, for Pr0.05Ca0.95MnO3; c =0.01, a =4.7x10
−8
K and TG =555 K, for LaMnO3; and c =0.32, a =0.066
K and TG =335 K, for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. These param-
eters for the La-Ca manganite are onsiderable dierent
from those presented in Ref.
18
, due to the remarkable dif-
ferene between the t presented by those authors and
that one skethed in gure 2. The entropi index q (lower
panels of gure 2) is not a free parameter and ould be
obtained a priori, using Eqs. 3 and 9. It is important
to stress the agreement between the measured q param-
eter using the marosopi analysis, and the present ap-
proah.
The onnetion between Griths phase and non-
extensivity an be visualized onsidering the q param-
eter as another dimension; an independent variable in a
q − p − T spae, as skethed in gure 3. Analogously
to the Curie temperature, a dilution p haraterizes a
diluted magneti system, sine these (stati) quantities
are unique for a ertain system. If we know only p and
TC(p), it is not possible to ahieve the dynamis of this
diluted magneti system. For instane, given a dilution
p, and onsequently a Curie temperature TC(p), there are(
N
pN
)
dierent ways to dispose these spins, onsidering a
site dilution problem with N available positions in the
lattie. Dierent distributions of spins imply dierent
dynamis and, onsequently, dierent marosopi quan-
tities, like magnetization. In this sense, these quantities
(p and TC(p)) are stati. On the other hand, the results
presented in this Letter shown how the q parameter is
related to the dynamis of the system and, one known
q, the dynamis is onsequently determined. Thus, we
propose that the p − T plane at q = 1 is a stati plane,
whereas the q − T plane (Eq. 10), for a ertain value of
p (or TC(p)) takes aount the dynamis of the system.
Summarizing, in the present Letter we shown that the
q parameter measures the inhomogeneity and dynam-
is of a given inhomogeneous magneti system. From
the measured q, obtained from sanning tunnelling spe-
trosopy on manganites (a mirosopi information), one
an predit a thermodynami quantity, the bulk magneti-
zation (a marosopi information); the entropi param-
eter ontains the dynamis, onneting the mirosopi
and marosopi information. The present model was
also suessfully applied to other manganites (bulk and
thin lms) and melt-spun granular alloys, reinforing the
onlusions made.
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